Planning the future
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The direction in which Trinity College will head in the next decade is
mostly the decision of the Strategic Planning Association, which was named
in mid-February of this year. Here are five of the committee members:
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Which Way
Do We Go?
The Strategic Planning Committee, and its sub-committees, have been named. The future of the College is in
their, and the Trustees', hands.
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COPY EDITOR
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VER SIXTY MEMBERS of the Trinity community are currently involved in a
long-range planning process designed to formulate guidelines for Trinity
for the foreseeable future. The Strategic Planning Steering Committee
(SPSC), along with its five sub-committees, intends first to study the various forces
affecting Trinity, and then to develop a coherent response to them in an effort to
"make Trinity a more powerful learning environment," according to Dean Jan K.
Cohn. Presently the sub-committees are working on their various tasks/but as the
process moves forward, the SPSC expects a great deal of interaction with the campus
as a whole. According to President Gerety's December 18 letter introducing the SPSC,
he expects the process to include the, "entire Trinity community through
sub-committees, forums, written critiques, and individual discussions."
The Strategic Planning Steering Committee includes sixteen members, of which
seven are faculty, five are administration, and four are students. The members are
Prof. Daniel G. Blackburn, Dean David M. Borus, Dean Jan K. Cohn, Mr. Quanti E.
Davis '93, Ms. Arundathi K. Duleep '92, Prof. Sharon D. Herzberger, Prof. M. Joshua
Karter, Ms. Tovah M. Kasdin '92, Mr. Andrew A. Kemalian, Jr. '92, Prof. A. D. Macro,
Ms. Karen E. Osborne, Prof. Borden W. Painter, Jr., Prof. Maurice L. Wade, Dean John
S Waggett, along with the Chairman, President Gerety, and ex officio member Prof.
Noreen L. Channels.
When asked inaninterview about the Steering Commit tee, Ms. Kasdin, the Jarvis
Towers RA, seemed most impressed by the mixture achieved amongst the various
please turn to page4

Trinity Women Take Back The Night
Ms. Webster described this "as a
place where women can be with
News Editor
women."
The protestors walked
TRINITY'S SEXUAL ASthrough the Elton courtyard to
SAULT Awareness Week came
the South Campus dormitories,
to a dramatic close Friday
along the Life Science quad to
night on the Cave Patio. A
the Austin Arts Center. From
group of nearly one hundred
there they continued through the
people gathered to light
G. Keith Funston courtyard,
candles, share stories, and •
across the main quad, and
begin a march around the
walked up and down Vernon
campus to symbolically "take
Street, passing many of Trinity's
back the night."
fraternity houses.
"Let the men on campus
They ended the event
and on Vernon Street know
by marching down the Long
that we're just not going to
Walk and passing under the
take it anymore!," shouted
Cook Arch. The demonstrators
Beth Webster '91 to the crowd
stopped at certain points on, the
of demonstrators, including
route,exchangingstatisticsabout
President Tom Gerety, who
thesexual assault of females, and
braved frigid winter weather
beginning new chants as they
to condemn violence against
walked.
women on the Trinity camThe group shouted
pus.
chants like "No matter how we
Ms.Webster, in an emodress/No matter where we go/
tional address to her feEow
Yes means Yes and/ No means
protestors, recalled a ChristNo" and "Women unite/ Take
mas Eve a few years ago when
back the night/ We have the
she was sexually assaulted by
right/Take back the night."
her boyfriend on the way to
The Co-ordinator of
Christmas Mass.
Trinity's Women's Center, Diane Mar"The
crime
of
rape
is
a
concern,"
Ms.
"I'm here to to take back that night,"
tell, was pleased with the high level of
she said. Because of that experience, Ms. Dolven stated, "and it happens alot more participationintheevent "Alotof people
Webster stated that she is "apprehen- than people think. The [Trinity] admini- were involved this year," she said, "and
sive about... the men" on the Trinity stration keeps it hushed. Alot of these thaf s a good sign.
campus, "and that's too bad," she said. [reports of rape] sound like rumors, but
Ms. Martell said that the incluSarah Dolven '91 was responsible they're not."
sion
of
the
fraternity members, and not
After
the
rally,
the
demonstrators
for organizing the rally and march. "This
just
those
who she described as the
lined
up
to
begin
their
march
across
the
march is made to break the silence on the
"progressive
students," indicates a
Trinity campus," she said, commenting campus. The men in the crowd were told
greater
overall
concern of Trinity stuto
fill
in
the
back
of
the
line,
so
that
an
"all
on the appropriateness of the week's
dents.
H
woman
section"
could
lead
the
march.
slogan, "There's No Safety In Silence."
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HThe Student Government
Association has voted to sponsor, but not necessarily fund, a
painting of Marjorie Butcher,
the College's first female professor, to be hung in Hamlin
Hall. But not all SGA members
are so keen on the idea. Page 6.
H The World and Nation staff
conducted a survey of the College on issues of sexual assault
in time with Sexual Assault
Awareness Week. Who's to
blame? Half of the men say that
depends. Page 12.
HMona Mermen reviews Road
Fever: A High Speed

Travelogue,

which is the story of two guys
who drove from the tip of South
America to the tip of North
America in record time, That's
rightfolks, record time. Page 13.
H For previews of the Baseball team and men's Lacrosse
team, see the back page. Kirsten
Kolstad '91 played in the New
England Women's Basketball
Association All-Star game. See
page 19.
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Faculty and Administration:
Where Were They?

For Women, andMen, Only

To the Editor:
As you should know, Linda Fairstein,
The purpose of Sexual Assault Awareness Week is not so much to make
Chief Attorney for the Sex Crimes Unit of
us aware for one week as it is to heighten our awareness for the fifty-one other
the Manhattan District Attorney's Office
weeks of the year. We applaud all the organizers and sponsors for events of
spoke at Trinity on Sunday, March 10.
the past week.
.
.
She was asked to the college by the SexWe do not necessarily congratulate those who attended the events,
ual AssaultTask Force. In order to create
because it is our belief that those who did were doing what should be expected
a. spark of interest in the usually apaof the entire college community. Making an appearance at a lecture, panel
thetic student body, the Task force purdiscussion, or march is the least one can do, but it is the first step towards
posely looked for someone as widely
changing attitudes. It is these attitudes, of both women and men, that provide
known as Ms. Fairstein.
•
the roots of the problem of sexual harassment which sadly blossoms on
Surprisingly, student attendance at
college campuses.
.
,
the lecture was relatively high. Equally
Most of the attitudes have become so ingrained we do not even notice
surprising was the meager administration/faculty attendance. When I say
them. Notice two scenarios involving the same hypothetical, yet realistic
meager I mean one dean and the faculty,
situation:
chairwoman
of the Sexual Harassment
Two male hallmatesarein the men's room Sunday morning. Both were (it a party
i
Grievance Committee. That's all. Where
the previous night.
,
.
was President Gerety who sent out his
Scenario 1
,
lip-service letter encouraging the stu-.
"Hey, how are you doing this morning? I saw you dancing up a
dents,to attend and support Sexual Asstorm with that chick last night! She was hot! Did you get lucky?"
sault Awareness Week? Where were the
"No, she left with some other guy." '
. faculty from the Women's Studies De"Is she a slut?"
'
' ' ' . ' " " "
' .".".
partment? The Political Science Depart"No, but she better watch herself cause some day she could get
ment? Psychology Department? Sociolherself into a lot of trouble."
ogy? All the departments who spon"Yeah. Well, hey, better luck next time."
sored and (supposedly) support awareScenario 2
ness? If the.obvious faculty who should
"Hey how are you doing this morning? I saw you dancing up a :
storm with that woman last night! Did you have fun?
attend do not attend, then how can we
* "Yeah, but I wasn't hanging but with her very long. She left with •
ever reach people who do not realize
another guy."
"Was she interested in him?"
"No, and he better watch himself because some day he could get
himself into a lot of trouble."
"Yeah. Well, hey, at least you had fun."

sexual assault awareness is crucial?
At a school that people (who? the
students? faculty?) continually critici/.e
for not caring about important issues,
perhaps it should not come as a shock
when faculty are inattentive to student
concerns. Sexual assault is not a new
problem. When our school's faculty was
in college and before that it existed and
has only recently begun to be addressed.
Why do they feel that this lecture was not
worthy of their time? Or, is it as Fairstein
suggested, that college administrators;
are often too worried about public opinion to show concern for students' needs?
If the administration acknowledged rape
would fewer people want tp come to
Trinity? Or do the faculty already know
everything they need to know about
sexual assault?
;
I suggest that none of the above explanations hold, and that perhaps the
criticism of Trinity's apathy should be
more directed at the faculty and less at
the students. If our professors and administration do not care, why should
we?
Sincerely,
Michelle C. Jasper '92

Housing System Is Neither
Communist Nor Totalitarian

Men were used as characters in these scenarios not because we aim to cast
men as the problem's bad guys, but, as a phone call we received last week
: Stated, one in every six women on college campuses will be the victims of
sexual assault. The same call asked which one of our six closest female friends
would we guess to be that victim? That hit home.
If you don't think you know any woman who has been assaulted or any
man who is a rapist, think again. Awareness regarding sexual assault should
not end because the specially designated week ends. There will be more
lectures, panel discussions and marches. Whether you are a man or a woman,
go to them.
What do you think of the scenarios above? Which is more common?
Which should be more common? Change in action will not occur without
change in attitude,
'•
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To the Editor:
The recent letter concerning Trinity's
housing system showed a lack of under"sfahcJirig' 'concerning 'the 'concepts of''
' communism and totalitarianism, as well-'
as a selfish and biased view towards the
system itself. If our system were communist, all rooms would be of equal
quality and students would be randomly
distributed among them. If it were totalitarian, Tina Dow would distribute rooms
with an autocratic authority. Neither of
these systems allows for any personal
choice. •
The current housing system allows
for quality rooms to be earned through

rank (class year) and previous housing
situations.; The "lottery" only occurs
'Mien students of equal rank have equal
'histories. Rooms are then" choserv by
students according to what they are eligible for and deserve.
This system provides a fair chance
for all students to earn their housing.
Withalmost half of Trinity's undergraduates receiving some form of financial aid,
a program based on wealth is both discriminatory and regressive.
Sincerely,
Matthew S. Burfeind '92
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The Trinity chapter of ConnPIRG will be providing $3 refunds from the Student
Activities fee to any student who does not support the organization. Organization
members will be in the Mather Hall lobby this week.

We very much enjoyed the Orchestra concert Sunday night, and although the
Beethoven piece featured a soloist, we liked the Brahms better. But that's just us.

Have a safe and restful Spring break, everyone. Drive recklessly. Spend
some time, seeing if you can figure out what this is. Or color it in.

RICHARD ZEDNIK
MANAGING EDITOR

TRINITY BOLUtOE

_
Please note: Letters to the Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the
following Tuesday, They should be. typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. All letters are, of course, the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this pap^r. Please limit all letters
to five-hundred words.
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OPINION
Editorial Representative of Student Priorities?
Performing Arts are Next in Line Academia "First and Foremost"
To the Editor:
forming in either Goodwin Theater or
We are in the process of completing Garmany Hall is extremely rare. There
an Olympic sized pool and international are so many outside groups that come to
squash courts. Don't you think before perform that the center has become a
we build another athletic facility we space for the community, not the stushould turn to the other parts of Trinity dents. The talent we have in the arts is
that require attention? I think it is won- equal to the talent we have in athletics. If
derful that we have such a good ice the squash team gets new courts,
hockey team, but I feel it is equally great shouldn't we get our own theater?
that we have such talented groups as the
The third are lacking is the condition
Pipes, Trinitones, Jazz Band and Jesters. of the dance studios. The floors need to
Why are these groups and their needs • be redonefor the safety of the dancers. A
going unattended?
sound system should be installed. At
I am one of those students that is not present, we use a tape recorder forclasses.
scratching my head when asked why we Full length mirrors must line the walls
do not have a rink. I do wonder why the and dance space should be enlarged.
Theater Department has no rehearsal Crowded dance space makes for a Very
space to call its own, why students in- frustrating class.
Your worry about the message being
volved in performing arts groups do not
have access to their own performance sent to prospective hockey players by
space, and why the dance studios look not having a rink. Well, I'm worried
like they have not been touched since the about the prospective Theater/Dance
and Visual Arts majors that come to Trinbeginning of this century.
The Austin Arts Center is completely ity and see our poor resources. Isn't that
overcrowded. It attempts to house the giving the message that Trinity does not
Visual Arts Department, Music Depart- care about the Arts and their future here
ment, Music Library, Theater Depart- at the college? Athletes are not the only
ment, Widener Gallery, Administration ones that attend Trinity College. The
office space, Goodwin Theater, Garmany needs of other students with various
Hall, and the Backstage Technical De- interests must also be met. So before you
partment. What we are left with as stu- go speaking for the students, why don't
dents is no space. The Theater Depart- you find out what all the students really
ment must use Seabury 19, a classroom, want. I think you will find that a new ice
for rehearsals. We are only allowed this rink is not at the top of the lists.
You wrote that the best example of
space from 4 to 10 p.m. At 10, the space
gets turned over to the Pipes. In no w,ay Trinity Community spirit is seen at the
is this space conducive to theater or music. home icehockey games. Idisagree. March
Insufficient lighting, carpeting, black- of the Falsettos had tobe extended beboards, and desks always remind us that ' cause of sold out performances. That is
we are in a classroom environment.
Trinity Community spirit.
Besides the lack of rehearsal space,
Sincerely,
student groups have a.lack of performJennie Baker '93
ance space. PerformingArts groups need
their own theater. The possibility of per-

To President Tom Gerety:
Today I received your personal request for me to host a prospective Trinity
student. You may want to reconsider this
offer, need I remind you I am a senior.
What could I possibly have to say to a
young man or woman thinking of attending your pet project we still call
Trinity'?
Now if I really wanted to show a
prospective a great slice of life at Trinity,
I would take him or her to a hockey
game. But maybe that's a mistake. Since
home hockey games are twenty minutes
from campus and freshmen are no longer
allowed cars I wouldn't want my prospective to get excited about something
he or she will have no access to. Of course
he or she won't get a chance to know an
upperclassman who might drive him or
her, because freshmen are delegated to '
isolated, freshmen, dorms (I know, I
know—ifsbetteriftheydon'tevermeet,
then the frosh will never know how great
it used'to be here).
AH right, so no hockey game. Maybe
we'll check the Tripod for activities. Oops, '
while my prospective might enjoy all of
the great articles in the Tripod I can't have
he or she learning that gunshots are
audible from campus an average of one
time per week or that we don't flinch at
the finding of a dead woman twenty feet
from campus. Nope, better not show my
prospective the Tripod, much less on and
off campus crime statistics. I'll follow

your lead, Tom— you don't tell the parents and I won't tell the kids.
Well I'm quickly exhausting my options. Since these visits are scheduled for
weekends I assume that you yourself
recognize that the school's academic
program is no selling point. We don't
need some high school student sitting in
a half-empty class bored to tears wishing'
he'd, or she'd, skipped as well.
So, I guess you want us hosts to show
these prospectives the one great strength
of Trinity College: the social life. We all
know that Trinity ranks highly in social
activity, despite your efforts, take the kid
out. Of course there might not be a fraternity party to attend. Well then, should
we walk toO'Hara's? Nope, we might be
killed, and the kid's younger brother
might not come to Trinity either. We'll go
to the View.
Now here's where I realize I can't do
it. Sitting across the table from this wideeyed high school senior with high hopes
for college. I justcan'tlie."Look," I might
say, "here's the truth."
Visiting a senior at Trinity will tell
you little or nothing about what four
years here may hold. Someone has
stepped in and is trying to change everything. The administration has made
weeknight social activity illegal so now
students must venture off-campus to find
it. Because this involves driving and
because the neighboring areas are less

To the Editor:
Thank you for speaking for the Trinity Community as a whole in last week's
editorial. While most of the campus is
extremely proud of our hockey team and
hopes for continued success, there is not
the unanimous call for an ice rink that
you suggest.
An on campus hockey rink would be
a wonderful luxury. It would benefit the
hockey team, as well as provide a recreational outlet for some students. The
problems with the construction of a rink
are both space and money.
Surely, the indoor track team would
object to your description of indoor track
as an off-season sport. The transformation of the field house might benefit the
hockey team, but it would certainly
weaken the field hockey, softball, baseball, and lacrosse teams that depend on
that space to remain competitive in their
leagues.
The costs of construction and maintenance of a rink would be extraordinary. It is at this point that we must
question the goals of our institution.
Trinity is an academic institution, first
and foremost. I cannot agree with the
call for construction of another new sports
facility at a time when the needs of academic and other programs are so evi-

dent.
Currently, there is talk of cutting
financial aid over the next few years, the
Theater/ Daneedepartment is struggling
with limited and unsuitable space, and
students are calling for an increase in the
variety and number of courses offered.
Also, there is a need for a more accessible
Women's Center and increased resources
and office space for student organizations. Two weeks ago, you discussed the
need for a 24 hour infirmary on campus.
All of these causes are worthwhile, and they all require money.
In light of the fact that a new track has
been completed and construction is currently under way on new squash courts
and a pool, it seems obvious that capital
available for expansion should be spent
in non-athletic areas. Athletics is enjoyable part of college life for many students, but no matter how successful any
athletic endeavor is, it should always
remain peripheral to academics in the
Trinity experience.
Sincerely,
Craig Bramley '92

RAs 'Enlighten' Nancy
To the Editor:
This is in response to Nancy
Sweeney's Features artirle last week in
which she supposedly answered
people's problems. Nancy, specifically,
this is to address your crack at the Residential Assistant Program, Since you
sound like someone who was probably
rejected for the RA job, we decided to
give you the perspective of two students who are RAs.
It is a misconception to think that
Resident Assistants or RAs solely exist
for the purpose of providing study
breaks once every two weeks and Buildings and Grounds work requests. We
don't need to spend two weeks of our
summer learning how to do that. And
if some of us receive great housing
among other benefits, it is not without
our working for it. Residential life puts
on dormitory events as well as All
Campus Programs like the Talk with
Tom' event from last semester. Bantam
Ball and The Valentines' Game' this

semester. These examples are only a
few of many programs that we organize and provide for Trinity students
every week. We try to provide a nonalcoholic alternative to other Trinity
social functions like fraternity parties.
Speaking of fraternities, we are not a
fraternity or a sorority. And, 'RAs becoming friends with each other is not an
occurance exclusive to the RA program,
jfyouhadorhaveajobyoumightknow
that it helps to get along with your coworkers.
Sure the program may be a run job
sometimes, but that is not its only aspect. We were not offended by your
article, but rather felt you definitely
needed some enlightenment. RAs are
not all the same and we don't all think
the same. But we are here to make a difference in Trinity's campus life.
Sincerely,
Ida Fall'92,
Mario Martin *93

than hospitable it's only a matter of time minor fulfillment. As we all know the
before a tragedy occurs (Yale University, best way to draw a student to his or her
studies is to make them study something
winter, 1991).
My prospective may not think this they're not interested in,
So to my prospective student I might
makes sense. But I'll explain. You see if s
part of a larger plan to focus the Trinity say: if you attend Trinity next year you
community on academics. The sad part will be forced to take more classes you're
is that the administration can't generate uninterested in, your social activity will
an academic curriculum stimulating be limited bi-annually, and you have a
enough to compete with the social life; so good chance of being the victim of a
they've been forced to try and eliminate serious crime.
And to President Gerety,I might say:
its competition.
1. Don't ask me to host an alumni
The administration should realize
that it can't draw students to their stud- daughter or son prospective.
2. Don't send your own kids to Trinies by making sure that there's nothing
else to do. What if Trinity were in Cam- ity.
3. Don't worry about.future alumni
bridge? The administration would be
lucky to get students to come on campus daughterorsonprospectiveS/therewon't
be any.
to check their mail.
Of course my prospective will face
-CHRISTOPHER EGAN'91
strict distribution requirements and
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NEWS
The Strategic Planning Commitce Plans Trinity's Future
"The pursuit of academic excellence is
the foundation of Trinity's mission." The
rest of the statement reinforces that
thought by describing the College's
approach to everything' from campus
diversity to our role within Hartford.
(Please see "Trinity College: A Statement
of Mission" for the
documents complete text.)
When asked about the mission statement, Ms. Kasdin commented that, "Part
of the statement's purpose was to encourage feedback once it was released."
The importance of broad based participation in the planning process was
stressed by many of the SPSC members
with which the Tripod spoke. President
Gerety's letter of 18 December addressed
that issue directly, when it closed with, "1
urge your fullest participation."
The pursuit of academic excellence is the foundation of Trinity's mission. Those who join in
Further comments by President Gera rigorous exploration of. the liberal arts at Trinity, as well as those who support their efforts,
ety developed the same theme, when he
recognize that certain values are fundamental to the educational community: among these are honesty,
said, "I really look forward to seeing
respect for the rights and opinions of others, a sense of civic responsibility, an appreciation
what kinds of ideas percolate up through
of intellectual risk-taking and a commitment to free and open inquiry.
a process that's designed to stir ideas
The mission of the College is to provide the means by which students may discover their strengths,
throughout the campus, through heardevelop their individual potential, and prepare themselves for lives that are personally satisings
and discussions and so on." When
fying and valuable to others. A necessary condition for the,realization of this mission is the
asked about her involvement with the
creation of a lively, intellectually exciting community where our fundamental values animate the
SPSC, Professor Channels's comments
educational process and everyday discourse.
echoed President Gerety's. "I'm interA demanding curriculum that encourages intelligent choices enables undergraduates to reach an
ested how the campus - faculty, stuunderstanding of what has been discovered about human nature, the natural world, our a r t i s t i c
dents, staff, and administration - can be
capacities, and our cultural institutions. Students, as they explore the range of human inquiry,
broadly
involved in the planning procwill discover the intellectual linkages' provided by interdisciplinary study and sense the
ess,
and
how the standing faculty comexcitement'of pressing close to the frontier in at least one area of knowledge. In addition, Trinity
mittees and so on can participate in the
festers in its students both intellectual independence and a determination to use knowledge reprocess."
sponsibly in a changing world.
•
Working under the SPSC are five
Such fundamental skills as the ability to read critically,' to listen carefully, to reason
sub-committees,
each designed to focus
cogently, to analyze in quantitative dimensions, and to speak and write clearly, are integral to
thought on specific areas of concern for
a liberal education and invaluable to educated persons. Trinity's curriculum provides a strucTrinity College, and develop a positive
tured framework within which these skills may be cultivated and applied.
strategy to address each area's needs. It
The Trinity undergraduate body comprises men and women of uncommon achievementt curiosity, and
is
primarily
through
these
talent. Moreover, the College is determined to attract and enroll students representing diverse
sub-committees that the work of Stratebackgrounds, cultures, social and economic classes, races, religions, and places of origin. While
gic Planning will occur, as they investiremaining small and primarily residential, Trinity will also continue to serve promising
gate, discuss, and formulate on their way
non-traditional learners and to maintain select graduate programs that complement i t s traditional
!l
to proposing specific solutions for the
strengths.
.•
• •
College. These five sub-committees are
Trinity assumes responsibility for helping students cultivate qualities not only of mind, but
Perceptions of Trinity, Residential and
also of character and s p i r i t . It endeavors to confront them with moral issues central to the human
Non-Academic Environment, Social
condition, to heighten their aesthetic awareness, to overcome cultural parochialism, and to-nurture
Environment, Teaching, and Urban Loa wide variety of expressive a b i l i t i e s . On i t s playing fields, in i t s dormitories, studios, and,
cation.
,
indeed, wherever student activities take place, the College seeks to create an ; intimate climate
which supports students' intellectual •' growth and encourages them to reach confidently and
t h e stated goal of the first
consistently beyond the the boundaries of accumulated experience.
sub-committee, Perceptions of Trinity,
is, "To develop consistent, positive, and
The College is committed to attracting and retaining a diverse, highly-qualified, and dedicated
accurate perceptions of Trinity among
teaching-faculty-; The effectiveness with Which i t s members instruct and support students, while
its various constituencies, and to enhance
discharging their obligations to the institution and the community, of scholars, is of paramount
the on-campus culture so that it is supimportance. . Trinity expects i t s faculty to .combine sound.and creative' teaching with active
portive of these efforts to position the
.scholarship, professional achievement,, and service to the College. And, convinced of the value
College more favorably." Composed of
•.of. applying expertise Beyond the boundaries of the '^academy, trinity' encourages- i t s faculty members
:
to participate and provide': leadership in public arenas.
"'• . . . .
three faculty, four administrators, and
three students, the ten members are Dean
Trinity is distinctive by virtue of its urban location in a state capital, a setting that affords
David M. Bprus, Ms. Laura J. Boulware
unique opportunities and imposes certain responsibilities.
The College takes seriously i t s
'93, Ms. Shirley B. DeLong, Ms. Deborah
relationships with neighbors and nearby institutions, and i s committed to realizing the mutual
Dworkin '91, Prof. John A. Gettier, Mr.
benefits of proximity. Just as the College derives from the surrounding community an abundance
Gerald J. Hansen, Prof. Michael E. Lestz,
of benefits'for i t s students, faculty, staff, and alumni, so too does i t recognize i t s parallel
obligations. Trinity i s determined, to be: a concerned and useful institutional citizen.
Ms. Elizabeth A. Natale, Prof. Ronald R.
Thomas, and Mr. Richard E. Zednik '93.
The College maintains^strbhg-ties,with alumni; parents,- friends, legislators, corporate and
Some students have glibly referred
private donors, and philanthropic organizations. These relationships, 1 obvious sources-of i n s t i to this committee as the 'Alumni Relatutional strength,- also provide valuable external perspectives on the effectiveness and integrity
tions Committee,' but members say that
of a Trinity education.
is not the case. Mr. Zednik insists that the
Wise leadership, imaginative administration and prudent management also sustain an educational
definition is actually broader, including,
community. The College recognizes a custodial obligation to remain academically vigorous and,
"Prospectives, applicants, and the Hartfinancially secure . over the long term, an imperative that tempers and conditions annual
ford community at large, as well as
.expenditures. Another essential, enduring concern is. the maintenance of an attractive, functional,
alumni, and beyond." . The Mission
and safejphysical environment. Finally, Trinity also seeks a diverse and well-qualified staff
at all levels, and pledges to provide employees with a challenging and rewarding work atmosphere,
Statement's reference to the College's
where personal growth i s encouraged, a high degree of productivity is expected, and an unwavering
patrons hints at the perception issue, as it
commitment to students' educational and developmental needs is assured. ' •
says, "The College maintains strong ties
with alumni, parents, friends, legislaTrinity approaches i t s mission with confidence bred of a long and distinguished heritage.
tors, corporate and private donors, and
Essential parts of that heritage are an affirmation of the restorative value of - change and a
philanthropic organizations. These
readiness to review and revise established policies and.practices to meet changing circumstances.
relationships...provide valuable exterAs new technologies, new disciplines,: changing student needs, and altered opportunities for service
to the larger society press insistently on the academy., Trinity will respond creatively. The College
nal perspectives on the effectiveness and
will neither pursue innovation, for i t s own,sake nor be excessively bound by tradition, but will
integrity of a Trinity education."
incorporate into i t s -programs those approaches,: old and new,••which advance the commitment to
Many students find the next
academic excellence'.
committee's goal to be a-much more rele-

where it started to actually define both
members. "There's a real balance in their their interests and concerns, as well as
interests and strengths. They're all well the direction to head in the "formulative
rounded and excellent in their fields," process." The day also included time to
said Ms. Kasdin. She went on to describe discuss integrating Strategic Planning
the early part of the SPSC's activities, with existing bodies, such as the Student
which started after the Winter Break. Government Association (SGA), that
Starting on 15 January the group met to needed to be involved in future planning
discuss what strategic planning entailed, discussions.
In the course of the retreat, another
and to coordinate their schedules with
one of the topics was the mission statethe College's calendar.
After that, on 26 January the Steering ment, which many members have deCommittee met for a full-day retreat, scribed as being essential to the outcome
continued from page 1

of the process. "The statement serves as
the foundation to build on, and though
we could alter it, we wanted to get it
right," said Ms. Kasdin. "We reviewed
old mission statements, and discussed
aspects of language and tone."
The mission statement, in its 15 March
draft form, outlines in broad strokes
various sides of Trinity College today,
and also indicates the goals that are
envisioned for them. The basis for the
whole statement can be found in the
opening sentence, which declares that,

The Mission Statement of the Strategic Planning Committee

continued on facing page
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NEWS
...And Doesn't Have Much Time To Decide On A Plan
continued from facing page

vant one to their experience here. The
Residential and Non-Academic Environment Committee intends to, "Explore
ways in which a more effective use of
available and potential spaces may enhance intellectual, academic, and social
life at Trinity." The twelve people who
will be doing so, Ms. Mamie D. Anderson'93,Ms. RozanneF. Burt,Ms. Kristina
B. Dow, Ms. Arundathi K. Duleep '92,
Mr. Mark M. Haddad '91, Prof. George
C. Higgins, jr., Mr. John A. Langeland,
Prof. Ralph A. Morelli, Ms. Ann E.
Newman '91, Prof. Borden W. Painter,
Jr., Dean Kirk W. Peters, and Dean Gail
H. Woldu, include four members each of
faculty, administrators, and students.
Many have noted the previous involvement of both Ms, Dow and Dean Woldu
with All-Freshman Dormitories and
Freshmen Seminars, and see that as indicative of the direction that this committee will head.
The largest committee, as well as the
only one where the students make up the
largest segment, is the Social Environment Sub-committee, which has five
Students, and four each of faculty and
administrators. These thirteen are Ms.
Elizabeth Burns, Mr. Quanti E. Davis '93,
Mr. Philip L. Graham '92, Ms. Jessica J.
Gilbert '92, Prof. Drew Hyland, Prof. M.
Joshua Karter, Prof. Randolph M. Lee,
Ms. Karen L. Mapp, Ms." Diane R. Martell, Mr. Michael J. Schildkraut '92, Mr.
,Damon M, Scot.t. '92, Prof. Robin Shep-

;p

40'

The Cornmittee'sstated goal is, "To
create and sustain a social environment
that complements and enhances Trinity's
academic mission; appeals to both sexes,
all races and cultures; provides appealing alternatives to alcoholic consumption; encourages faculty, students and
staff to come together more frequently
and incorporates intellectual and cultural
pursuits with social activities." When
contacted about his role in the committee, Mr. Davis commented, "Each
individual...is responsible for the various aspects of campus which might otherwise get overlooked in a strategic planning process."
Given the Mission Statement's unequivocal statement, "The effectiveness
with which its members instruct and
supportsrudents,whiledischarging their
obligations to the institution and the
community of scholars, is of paramount
importance," there can be little doubt
that the Teaching Sub-Committee plays
an important arid central role in the strategic planning process. The eleven
member committee, with five faculty,,
two administrators, and four students, is
comprised of Prof .David J. AhJgren, Prof.
Dina L. Anselmi, Prof. Daniel G. Blackburn, Prof. Michael C. FitzGerald, Ms.
Elizabeth J. Gruber IDP, Ms. Ksenia A.
Kyzyk '92, Mr. Eli J. Lake, Ms. Sarah K.
Moldenhauer' '93, Dean Ronald, J.
Spencer, Prof. Maurice. L. Wade, and
Dean Nancy Birch Wagner. In.his comments about teaching's position in the
strategic planning process, President
Gerety said, "I was delighted to see the
tSPSC] put teaching in the first place
because I think it's our strength and the
strength that we must look to most vigorously in all the years to come if we are to
succeed, whatever the challenges we
face."
Tasked with articulating "a comprehensive vision of what Trinity College
seeks from and will contribute to the

surrounding metropolitan area, with opportunities and imposes certain reparticular emphasis on how our urban sponsibilities. The College... is commitsetting may be used to greater advantage ted to realizing the.. .benefits of proximin the education of students," the Urban ity. Just as the College derives from the
Location Sub-committee's nine members surrounding community an abundance
have the challenging mission of increas- of benefits., .so too does it recognize its
ing the campus's integration with alocal parallel obligations. Trinity is determined
community that most students find, at to be a concerned and useful institubest, unwelcom-"—•"•—•————-— tional citizen."
ing. Last week's
With that in mind
"There's a sort of mismurder in the
the Urban Location
Zion Hill CemeSub-committee has
perception out there of
tery and the Clea clear direction to
what we're doing, of
mens parking lot
head, but members
who we are. We're not
agree much needs
mugging are two
to be done.
of the many incithe Messiah."
dents that have
One of the few
distanced stu- ""
!
~
SPSC members
dents from the community. It is the task who is also on a Sub-committee, Ms.
of committeemembersMr, Larry R. Dow, Kasdin approaches the process with a
Prof. Diana Evans, Prof. Andrew J. Gold, two-pronged perspective. When asked
Ms. Doris Kammradt, Ms. Tovah M. about the process in general, she comKasdin '92, Ms. Astrid LeBron '93, Ms. mented, "There's a sort of misperception
Deborah McBride '93, Prof. James A. out there of what we're doing, of who we
Miller, and Mr. Eddie A. Perez to counter are. We're not the Messiah. We're not
that feeling on campus, and it will not be here to solve problems. But we do intend
to develop a constructive direction of
an easy one.
The mission statement once again energy to solve them soon," explained
provides insight into the thoughts of the Kasdin. "We're here to gather informaCommittee, when it refers to Trinity as, tion, and now it's just a formulative proc"Distinctive by virtue of its urban ess. There's a lot of good thought going
location...a setting that affords unique on. But everyone's got to be involved;

we don't want this to be a closed process."
All involved encourage anyone interested about the process to contact
them, either with ideas or questions. The
process will directly affect Trinity, long
after the current students have graduated, but its success depends on participation and cooperation now. Again and
again members stressed the importance
of innovation tempered by feasibility, so
that the SPSC's recommendations, once
made, would not only be constructive,
but reasonable. Commenting on the
numberofideasalreadysuggested,President Gerety said, "I'm sure we won't be
able to implement all of them, but if we
can narrow them down to wha t seem the
most persuasive...I think we'll have
something in the nature of a real plan for
Trinity." Despite such assurances, many
doubts remain, and in answer to them,
Professor Channels said, "1 am happy to
participate in a planning process that is
taking seriously the need to plan for implementation. There's been a lot of planning documents in last years, and often
they were completed and went on
somebody's shelf...The commitment to
follow through and implementation.
I'm optimistic about this planning process for that reason." B

In Their Own Words
Professor Niueen L. Channels, Steering Committee ex officio
.. ,
. •
Secretary ot the Faculty, Professor of Sociology
.
<„•-.'
"1 have a couple ot interests in this process. How the campus - faculty, students, staft, and administration - can be
broadh m\ olv«l in the planning process, and how the standing faculty committees can-participate in the process. I am
happy to participate in a planning process that is taking seriously the need to plan for Implementation. There's been a
lot of planning documents in past years and often they wen? competed and went on somebody's shelf. So the commitment to fullow through and implementation is an important one to me, and I'm optimistic about ftfe-plaaning process
for thai reason."
*
'
^ 'r , • ' • . • ' "
'•' •
Dr.
KCohn, Steering
Steering ComnuKee
Committee
Dr. Jan
Jan JECCohn,
.
Dean of the Faculty
. .
'•Three aspects
of * » process
stTike me as
p
p
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various segments of the campus population-."
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Dr. Tom Gerety, Chairman of the Steeringfcoxnnuttee '
. •;'
.; ' ' . ' _." ' /
• •President of the College
•
'
• ' ' ' • • " ' , i \
"lam eager to get going t>n concrete ideas that might change Trinity over the nextsevewd years. I was delighted myself
to MV the Steering Committee put teaching in the first place because I think ifsourstrength and the strength wemust look
fomos.tvioi)rouslymdlltheyearstocome,ifwearetusiicceed,whateverch«illengeswefac2 And rjust really look forward
to -.reins whdl kinds- of ideas will percolate up through a process thaf s designed to stir ideas throughout the campus
Ihroueh hearing jnd di^u-sion-. and «J on and so forth. We've certainly got a large group of Dcople working on tht«
Sub a>m with-es, .m^i then they' II be w oiking with other committees of the SGA and the faculty governance processes and
ad hoc rinniTiiLlet". and K> c^n It'll be o wonderful time to just percolate itle.-w np. I'm sure we v, on' i be able to implement
all ot then but if ^ e cm nan (W them down to w h.U seem the must pi'i &uasi\ o among t^iem o\ er tht next -.ix months nr
'^o, i Ih'mk we 11 haw stimi-Lhrng in the nature of a real plan for l'nmry, ,md it ought to help us- in the next ninny vedrs."
Ur. Sharon D. Herzberger Steciir.u ConimrtU-i• [ think •von an id -ay I yi.vd the Strategic Planning Onunittt.- htc n.-o 1 (houijM i-u nc.iM K A \LV\
orpiT'i^iH M •,(".'- 'Huir to me lsJtnre.it :u* •ii-.HUituKi. .irid wo-.iU piovid. .nc wsin J P ot>pcn t jnitv ti) '-hrpt thr kind
uiidu!ula.n-ilt'mJKM..«inM.iiMi:d.n"-.Mrlhi-Pt>£td.iaiip.'ndK-v».iici Tn.iiv.cv.l.u-piiiiwryi.iia' 1 t l i o ^ U J ' a l l ^ o u ! d
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SGA Approves Portrait Of Prof. Butcher
contributed to the College-not just presidents or men who have given the school
News Editor
alot of money."
Mr. Friedman said that the SGA is
When Marjorie Butcher was appointed part-time instructor in mathe- trying to start a tradition, and hopes that
matics at Trinity in 1956, she broke a Professor Butcher will not be the last
Iong-s tanding precedent in becoming the woman whose portrait will be placed in
College's first female faculty member. Hamlin Hall. He also stressed that the
Now that the Student Government As- portait of Mrs. Butcher will be in the
sociation has voted to put her portrait in same style as those of the present paintHamlin Hall, she is breaking another ings.
Mr. Friedman made a motion to the
one.
According to SGA President Dave SGA last year to research what the group
Friedman '91, the portrait of the former could do to celebrate coeducation at Trinmathematics professor will hang next to ity, and the resulting Ad Hoc committee
pictures of Trinity's pastpresidents, mak- chose to place Marjorie Butcher's portait
ing Professor Butcher the first woman to in Hamlin Hall.
Jessica Reinis '91 aided Mr. Friedbe immortalized on canvas in Hamlin
man in the process. She believes that
Hall.
"I'm very happy that the SGA is will- Hamlin Hall is currently a "very patriaring to take a big step forward in promot- chal" place. "People who sit in Hamlin
ing the current history of Trinity Col- only see old white men who are dead,"
lege," said Friedman. "This gesture she said. "There are no women or people
shows the different ways people have of color."
DBYJAYAKASIB

ButnotallSGAmembersagree. Freshman PatrickGingras did not vote in favor
of the committee's proposal, and believes
that there are others in the SGA who feel
the same as he does.
"I'm all for having a portrait of anyone in Hamlin Hall, regardless of gender, race, color or creed, as long as they
have made the same caliber of contributions that the people now on the walls of
Hamlin have made," Mr. Gingras said.
"The reason I voted against the proposal," he continued, "was because from
what I've heard, Marjorie Butcher hasn't
given as much to the College as the people
in Hamlin have - like George Washington and Abraham Jarvis."
Marjorie Butcher came to Trinity in
1956 with a professional background in
actuarial mathematics. In 1959 Mrs.
Butcher became a lecturer in mathematics , in 1974 an associate professor, and in
1979 a professor of mathematics. She
retired last year. •

Well, That
Takes Care
Of The Iron
Pony Pub
•

BY SAMREEN MALIK
Vdiior

Business at the Iron Pony
Pub was slow since its opening earlier
this year. As a result, both the Tr'mtv
Administration and Marriott Food
Service, Inc. decided to close down
the Pub. Cave manager Ben Millei
said "We weren't making enough
sales." According to Mr. Miller, in
order to break even the Pub would
have to bring in at least $100 a night
Rut sale* would usually range only
between $6-$20. The service that had
been provided for students was nut
therefore being utilized and had to be
dosed down, according to Mr Milter
Director of Food and Services David May said that another reason for the dosing of the Pub was that
"students had asked that the Cave
area be open for events on Fridays
and Saturdays" and since these events
Ms. Barnhart, a double major in
Economics and Political Science, is the : usually hive their own beverage service, the Pub would make no profits
fourth student to have won this contest
in the past few years. The first freshman . The Cave snack bar is now closed on
Friday and Saturday nights and u>
, to ever win this contest was Mark Grossopen for student events without any
man '90. Robert
other interferences. M
;Dunlaj> '91 and

Barnhart Recieves Poli-Sci Award
• BY SAMREEN MALIK
Copy Editor

and evaluation of our national government, prepares a prize-winning essay."
Professor McKee also added
that R. Gordon Hoxie, President of the
Center, called him to inform.-, that his

The Center for the Study of the
Presidency recently selected sophomore
Emily J. Barnhart '93 as a
winner of its 1991 Moses
LeoGitleson Essay contest.
Ms. Barnhart was one of
the four students in Professor Clyde D. McKee Jr.'s
class who wrote an essay
onthetopic"America'sBill
of Rights at 200 years."
When asked how
she decided to enter the
contest, Ms. Barnhart said
"Professor McKee asked
me if I would be able to put
in the time and effort." She
added "He encouraged me
to do it and the more I
worked on the essay, the
more I wanted to make it
worthy of the effort I.was
putting in."
...••«,
Professor McKee ^"y Barnhart •93.
Speaks highly of Ms. Barnhart. "It is student had won the contest and he said
refreshing to work with a Trinity student "Emily did an amazing job of rewriting
such as Emily, who dares to accept the the Bill of Rights. I hope former Chief
challenge of national academic competi- Justice Warren Burger does not have a
tion, and by concentrated study, analysis heart attack!"

Hey Ref!,

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
Playboy magazine did not include a model from Mount Holyoke in its
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
"Women of the Women's Colleges" picIs profanity usage by fans torial, but there are protests emulating
permissable? Colgate senior Greg from South Hadley, MA, nonetheless.
Iafrate was thrown out of the arena Student Government Association Presiduring the Red Raiders'hockey game dent Amy Kaufman said, "The SGA
against Princeton for yelling "Fuck Executive Committee is in the process of
you, Ref." A school policy promot- drafting a letter to send to Playboy, just to
ing a "wholesome" atmosphere, and be on record protesting." Featured in the
prohibitting the use of profane cheers, April 1991 issue are twenty-three women
has recently been enforced by the from fourteen different colleges, with
Athletic Department and Security., Smith as the only Seven Sister school
Apparently, most students, includ- represented.
ing Iafrate, were unaware of the policy.. • . : . • •'. •
- .- • •

Ah'saC6ren'92also
won the contest as
freshmen.
M s
Barnhart will be
travelling to Washington, D.C. for the
weekend of March
22nd, where she
will attend the
Twenty-Second
Annual Student
Symposium sponsored by the Center
for the Study of the
Presidency. She
will take part in
several activities
and tours organized for the students and professors. The winners of the
contest will be announced Saturday night
during dinner. M

AMHERST COLLEGE
Drinking laws in Massachusetts are known for their severity and
Amherst is drawing nearer to establishing schoolpolicy that complies with
them. The tradition of rotating Thursday night parties on campus known as
Tap may experience limitations under
stricter rules for under age drinking.
According to Board of Governors President Willie Epps '92, the new policy
states that no one under the age of 21
will be allowed in the Tap room, and
that party monitors will be instructed
to check identification at the entrance
to the house and at the door to the Tap
room.

Seeking enthusiastic Jewish leaders to
run clubs throughout
New York and Connecticut for a dynamic,
"National, Zionist
Youth Movement. Excellent pay, flexible
hours. Please call (914)
948-0116 or write to
Young Judea at 92 S.
Central
Ave.
Hartsdale, New York
10530
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CAN YOU REPRESENT THE
STUDENT BODY TO THE
FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION,
TRUSTEES AND THE
PRESIDENT ON ISSUES SUCH
AS:
• Coeducation of fraternities and sororities
• Curriculum changes: minors, core courses,
distribution requirements
• Student representatives on the Board of Trustees
• Discipline and academic regulations
• Issues of diversity

Your voice and vote could make the difference.

%
$

Pick up petitions for Student
Government President and Vicepresident in Student Life Resource
Center, first floor Mather.

!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
members of the senior class only. It is
awarded for papers and theses written
independently or in a course or seminar.
Winning paper is judged as best in any
field of history. Papers should be at least
15 pages in length.

Ferguson Prizes in Government
: Founded in 1890 by the late Professor
Henry Ferguson of the Class of 1868, the
Ferguson prizes are offered for the two
best essays submitted for any undergraduate course, tutorial, or seminar in
the Department of Political Science during the academic year. 1st Prize: $450.
CHINESE FICTION WORK2nd Prize: 300. AD essays must be typewritten and submitted to the Chairman SHOP: The inaugural meeting of the
Northeast Chinese Fiction Discussion
of the Department by April 8,1991.
Group will be held on Saturday, March
PRIZES IN HISTORY:. The 23,1991 at 12 noon in Hamlin Hall. CoDepartment of History announces the hosted by the Asian Studies Program
following prizes for essays judged to be and the Department of Modern Lanof distinguished quality. All entries must guages. R.S.V.P. by March 20 to Kerry
be submitted (two copies) to the History O'Keefe at ext 2471 or King-Fai Tarn at
Department office in Seabury 23 by April ext. 2167. This event is free and open to
9, 1991. Papers should be free of nota- the public.
tions, grades etc., on the cover page or
STAFF OPENING: Secretary,
within the margins of the text. For prize
consideration, theses may be submitted Life Sciences Center. To perform a variety of secretarial and clerical duties for
as late as April 19,1991.
George B. Cooper Prize in Brit- College faculty in the departments of
ish History: $150. Awarded to the senior biology, psychology and sociology. This
who has done the best work in British position requires organizational ability,
history at Trinity. The prize was estab- word processing, typing and communilished in 1976 byD.G.Brinton Thompson, cation skills. Must be able to work under
Northam Professor of emeritus and a pressure, have good judgement and a
former chairman of the history depart- sense of priority. Full-time/Full-year
position. Normal starting salary from
ment.
Ferguson Prize in History: 1st $8.60 per hour for a 35 hour week, deprize $450,2nd prize $300. Students in pending upon qualifications and experiall classes are eligible to apply for this ence. To apply, please contact the Office
prize. Essays of at least 15 pages written of Human Resources by March 22,1991.
independently or for courses and semiROME PROGRAM, SUMMER
nars are eligible for consideration.
George J. Mead Prize in His- 1991: Trinity's summer Rome program
tory. $200. Only freshmen and sopho- will take place from June 3 to July 12.
mores enrolled in History 101 are eli- Students ordinarily take two of the four
gible. The prize is awarded to the fresh- courses offered: Roman Art and
man or sophomore student with the most Civilization: Renaissance and Baroque
outstanding record in History • 101 as Art of Rome: Intensive Elementary
Italian; Twentieth Century Italy. For
judged by the faculty in the course.
D. G. Brinton Thompson Prize further information, please contact Borin American History: $450. Open to all den W. Painter, History Department,
classes. Awarded to the author of a paper Seabury 22A, ext. 2388.
considered by the Department to be an
excellent one in the field of American
EXHIBITS
history.
Through May 15: "From Napoleon
Miles A. Tuttle Prize: $700.
Competition for this prize is open to to Petrie: The Development of Egyptol-

ogy in the 19th Century," at the Watkinson Library.
Through March 22: "In the
Shadow of the Tower," paintings and
drawings of World War II prisoner-ofwar camps by Black-Jewish-American
artist Joseph Nassy. —Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center.

Friday, March 22: "The East
Hartford Fine Arts Commission Presents the Trinity Pipes." 7:30pm. First
Congregational Church of East Hartford,
837 Main St., East Hartford. Free Admission.
LECTURES!

READINGS;
Wednesday, March 20— A
reading by Wendy Law-Yone, a Burmese
short story writer and the author of novels
including "The Coffin Tree." 4:00pm.
English Department lounge.
Friday, April 12— Giocanda
Belli, noted Nicaraguan poet and political activist, will read from her work.
4:00pm, Boyer Auditorium. Sponsored
by the History Department, Latin American Studies, Women's Studies, the English Department, the Women's Center
and the Poetry Center. This event is free
and open to the public.
ATiCAREERCOUNSEIilNG
March 19— A representative
from the Episcopal Camp and Conference Center will be available for student
questions outside Mather Bookstore.
March 20—A representative
from the International AlbertSchweitzer
Institute, which runs travel and conservation work-project programs, will give
an information session in the Alumni
Lounge at 6pm.
Also on March 19: David Radcliffe, who hiked the Appalachian Trail,
will present a slide show and talk about
his adventure. 7pm in Alumni Lounge.

Monday, April 8
"Keeping Safe: Animal Images
and Tomb Guardians in Early China," by
Jean James of the University of Iowa.
8pm, McCook Auditorium. Free Admission. Presented by the Hartford Society
if the Archaeological Institute of America and the classics department of Trinity
College.
Tuesday, April 9
"Neurocomputing—Past, Present, and Future," by Robert Hecht-Nielson, chair of the board HNC, Inc. and a
lecturer in the electrical and computer
engineering department of the UniverTHE WRITING CENTER..
sity of California, San Diego. 7:30pm,
...and the Writing Advisory
Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.
Committee are pleased to announce that
Free Admission.
"Puerto Rico: Colonialism at the following students have been selected
Our Doorstep," by Dr, Luis Falcon, noted as new Writing Associates:
Emily J. Barnhart '93
author, scholar and educator. 7:00pm in
Ran Barton III '93
McCook Auditorium. Sponsored by the
Anthony Canata '93
Institute for Community Research, CenElizabeth Gurevich '93
tro De Desarollo Integral Juan Antonio
David Herr '93
Corretjer, La Voz Latina, Latin AmeriJulia Holmes '94
can Studies, the Political Science DepartPam Huang '92
ment.
Kathleen Kimball '92
Wednesday, April 10
Joe Kusmierczak '92
"The Communitarian Critique
Allison Lauretti '93
of Liberalism: The Excess of IndividualNicholas Maglio '92
ism," by Trinity College Associate ProSaul Snowise '93
fessor of Philosophy Maurice Wade. 4pm,
Britt M. Stockton '93
Hamlin Hall. Free Admission. Part of the
Nancy Sweeney '93
Faculty Lecture Series.

Need Hosts and Hostesses
for Thursday
and Friday
nights - April
18-19.
Please help us out!
Contact the Alumni Office at ext.
2400 if you are interested. Please
respond by March 22. Thank you.
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WORLD AND NATTON
Gun Control: Who Really Gets Hurt? Would Things Change?
Jay and Matei Are At It Again Over America's CherishedPastime

Don't Believe What
The NRA Tells You
of all, 40% of the guns used in crimes are
registered guns which are stolen from
people who would not have had them if
When is the last time you have they were illegal. Second, if handguns
seen someone hunt with a handgun? were banned, it would drive up their
Handguns are totally inaccurate past a price on the black market, keeping them
range of 10 to .15 feet. So what is their out of the hands of the petty criminals
purpose? To kill or disable a person a who are more likely to use them.
close range. If this is their purpose, who
Proponents of banning handwas it that allowed handguns to be sold guns always point to the second amendto anyone besides Police departments ment of the U.S. Constitution. They say
and the military? What we have to do is it says "the right of the people to keep
completely ban the sale of handguns to and bear arms shall not be infringed,"
all civilians in order to correct that past but they are wrong. The entire second
mistake.
amendment says "A well-regulated miThe first argument people pres- litia being necessary to the security of a
ent to oppose such a proposition is that free State, the right of the people to keep
handguns are needed to protect a home- and bear arms shall not be infringed."
owner agr.'.r.st an intruder. First of all, it Owners of handguns are not members
is much more d angerous to have a hand- of a "well-regulated militia." As the
gun rather than an intruder in your house. courts have demonstrated time and time
For every foiled robbery attempt by a again, gun control legislation is perhandgun, there are four cases of acciden- fectly constitutional. If banned, people
tal death to innocent people because of would only be denied handguns, they
that gun. Besides, if you use your gun to would still be able to own rifles, which,
stop a burglary, you are more likely to be by the way, could be used to protect
killed or wounded than you are of actu- your home, if you are still worried about
ally deterring the robbery. The chances that.
of you being home during a robbery are
The NRA would have you beslim, since more than 90% of all house- lieve that all true Americans are against
hold burglaries occur when nobody is gun control, but that certainly is not the
home. And when nobody is home, your case. A Gallup poll asked in 1986 if the
handgun will probably get stolen. Thus, sale of handguns should be more reit is obvious that it is dangerous to own a stricted, and 61 % said that they should,
gun that is supposed to be for your pro- while only 8% said it should be less restricted. Because they are in a small
tection.
We must consider what ban- minority, the NRA must tell half truths
ning handguns would do and who would and lies when trying to stop gun conit keep handguns from. Some argue that trol. Do not believe everything you
the murder rate will stay the same be- here, because many people when writcause banning handguns will only re- ing against gun control use the lies
strict the flow to innocent law abiding perpetrated by the NRA as legitimate
citizens, and the criminals will still be sources.
Now handguns may be cool,
able to get them through the black market. But statistics show that only 30% of and it may be neat to watch Bruce Willis
all murders are committed by robbers or kill an airport full of terrorists with one,
rapists, actual criminals. A majority of but remember that handguns and do
murders are commited by people the more harm that good. Everyday you
victim knows, people who are not every- hear on the news of some little kid findday criminals and who would not have inghisdad's gun and accidentally blowhad handguns if they were outlawed. ing his head off with it, and that is one
And banning handguns would also re- more little kid who would not die if
strict the flow to everyday criminals. First handguns were illegal.*'
• BYJAYBARBA

World and Nation Writer

Psst...Wanna Buy A
Gun? I Know A Place
• BYI. MATEI PAUN
World and Nation Writer

often said, it cannot be repeated often
enough: guns don't kill people, criminals kill people. To concentrate on gun
control is to completely miss the point.
Some foreign countries are two to six
times more effective in solving crimes
and punishing criminals than American law enforcement agencies. Generally speaking, arrests are made for only
one out of five reported crimes. For
every 500 serious crimes reported, only
about 25 people are sent to prison. And
those that are caught have it easy: the
average sentences served for murder in
1983 was seven and a half years, for
robbery three years and for rape four
and a half years. Clearly, it is not gun
control which will solve our crime
problem. If we wish to put an end to all
this senseless violence, tha revolving
door justice system must be revamped
and reformed.
It is, in short, the average flagloving, apple-pie eating, gun totting
American which will fall vicHm.to the
gun control. A criminal will always
find a gun. The only way to get a grip on
crime is to put criminals behind bars
and to keep them there.
>
Hey, psst! I hear the current
price in the City for a 9mm handgun is
$50, and it's untraceable too!! OK, it
might not be a Berreta, but it'll get the
job done! Contact the author for more
information.

Gun Control, for years a hot
political topic, has recently, like other
subjects, been swept out of sight by the
Gulf Crisis. Yet, it is still a fact that restless
State Legislatures across the United States,
together with concentrated efforts in the
Congress, have been attempting to establish Gun Control laws. It is unfortunate
that they do not realize the futility of their
endeavor, for as I shall try to establish,
they are concentrating on the wrong factors.
To begin with, no gun law, in
any city, state, or nation has ever reduced
violent crime, or slowed its rate of growth,
compared to similar jurisdiction without
such laws. Such restrictive cities as Washington D.C., Newark, and Detroit have
murder and robbery rates up to five times
those of cities such as Tucson, Omaha and
Colorado Springs, all of which have famously lenient gun control laws. It is a
grave injustice to punish all Americans
for the crimes of a few. For example, New
York City accounts for more homicides
than the combined total of twenty-four
states. Should America pay for the excesses of New York?
But there is more. It is true that
America is gun laden, but that is a result
of its history and its own unique spirit.
Though there are more than 200 million
firearms spread across the United States,
what most people do not unfortunately
(all analytical comparisons have
realize is the fact that most of these guns been based on the 1988 FBI Uniform
are used for hunting (51%), protection Crime Reports, Department of Justice
(32%), target shooting (13%) and collect- surveys, NRA reports and various other
ing (4%). - all rather harmless activities.
sources.) B
Although this may have been

IF YOU'RE WTO COCAINE.
WE'VE GOT A LWE FOR YOU.

Birmingham Six.
continued from preceding page

hadn't done it! They told us that they
didn't care, that they were going to frame
us."
The Birmingham Six could be
granted up to $365,000 each, for their
time in prison.
The Birmingham Six started
appealing their convictions in 1976. The
judges repeated throughout their arguments that the Birmingham Six were not
abused while in police custody, claiming
that they had not been beaten anything
"beyond the ordinary." They based their
decisions on their firm belief that the
police would never commit violence or .
perjury.
The big break came in 1989
when several of the officers that questioned the Birmingham Six admitted to
falsifying documents and beating the
prisoners. New evidence proved that a
police record of one of the defendants
had not been written during the questioning. During the trials, the police had
denied this charge and claimed it was an

accurate record.
Due to this embarassment, a
royal commission has been formed in
order to recommend changes in the
British criminal and law system. The
British have no Supreme Court. They
also lack many of the protections that
are stated in the United States
Constitution and Bill of Rights. The
commission will spend up to two years
analyzing the British criminal system.
Police brutality is nothing new
to England or the United States. Police
brutality and foreign occupations must
be stopped. It is ironic that America just
freed Kuwait, and Secretary of State
Baker just concluded a trip to Israel,
while no one has even raised the issue of
getting our biggest ally in the Gulf War
out of Ireland. The brutal occupation of
Ireland is no more justifiable than Israel's
occupation of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. Mr. Bush should add Ireland to
his list of countries to be freed in his
"New World Order." . •

Now there's another tragic
side effect of cocaine.
It's called unemployment.
Last year atone, America's

businesses last more than $60
billion to drugs. So (his year,
moat of the Fortune 500 wilj be
administering drug tests. Fail-

ing the test means you won't be
considered tarempiwmenl.
And that's a little dose
of reality.

WERE PUTTIHe SHUS OUT ® UUSWS.
Partnership fora Drug-Free America

L
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WORLD
Survey Confirms That Sexual Assault Is PrevalerttAt Trinity
Distinct Gender Differences As To Whether The Victim Can Be Blamed
Blame can be shared, but the ultimately
responsibility lies with the abuser."
Some women shared the viewpoint
that sexual assault is often a consequence
of dangerous-type behavior. "I believe
that woman
cannot be completely
absolved from
blame if they are
drunk or engaging in "come
on" behavior.
It's kind of like
leaving your
Saab with the
keys in it on
Broad Street.
But that does
not mean that
the perpetrator
should be exonerated," said
one woman.
On the
other side, men
and
women
commented
that under no
circumstances
should
the
woman
be
blamed. "The
victim is never
to blame once
'no' has been
said,"
responded one
man. Another
female student
wrote that she
would "never
agree that any
woman
deserved to be
raped, no matter what she did!
If she says 'no'
or resists in any
way, then, if a
man has sex
with her, it is
rape."
Question
six found men
and women
agreeing that
the names of
guilty persons,
education of sexual assault throughout man's. I think that sexual assault is a
meaning those found guilty in a court of
the year. Although Sexual Assault serious problem a n d , personally, I a m
law, be released like other criminals. In
Awareness Week is great, too many repulsedby it. But something needs to be
many cases in the past, perpetrators have
people stop listening when they feel done to m a k e the College's investigative
had their names withheld to protect their
overwhelmed b y an issue." '
-* ••process m o r e objective."
reputations. Some men wanted to make
Others were thankfulof the proThe fifth question distinguished sure that names were not released when
grams which have evolved. O n e female clear gender differences as more m e n accused, as this could lead to character
student suggested that Trinity w o m e n than women thoughtthatthe victim could assassination. Some women stated that
should "start using the resources that be blamed for assault depending on the
they thought the choice of whether or not
are available to them— the SafeLine, the situation. One m a n commented that h e
to release the information should be left
student counselors, the Grievance com- believed "more come-on's are frequent
up to the woman, "I believe that the
mittee." Another w o m a n said that she during frat a n d sorority parties. Many
victim has the choke of whether or not
"thought the emphasis on sexual assault young ladies I k n o w over flirt with parthe name should be released publicly. I
during freshman orientation was good. ticularly d r u n k men. This sends mixed
Right away, w e were reminded that it messages. I a m n o t saying blame t h e would not want to be hated by a large
does happen,, and, hopefully, the re- victim,but the w o m a n must always make portion of my friends and acquainminder helped some w o m e n to be more these m e n aware that she is not interested tances," remarked one female student.
The World and Nation staff would
cautious at frat parties a n d other risky in any sexual contact." Another male
like
to
thank those who participated in
situations."
student also commented that "both victhe
survey,
g
One male student felt rather mili- tim a n d perpetrator often contribute to
tant regarding the situation, citing that circumstances leading to sexual assault,
"a m a n at Trinity is guilty until proven but the victim never asks to b e violated.

HE FIFTH WORLD AND NATION believed that awareness could be expoll dealt with the issue of sexual tended to include activities throughout
assault. The questions were cho- the year rather than in one designated
sen in correlation withmany issues being .week. One women wrote, "Trinity could
raised by Sexual Assault Awareness benefit with the ongoing knowledge and
Week. Surveys
were divided between men and
women, and their
responses can be
found in the accompanying
chart. Interestingly, both men
and women coincided on most
every issue, and
their comments
were extensive.
In regards
to the first question, around onefourth of the
women who responded said that
they had been
sexually
assaulted. This figure is over the
national average
(one woman in six
being assaulted),
but that could be
due to the willingness of those who
completed • the
survey to speak
out against assault. And although, to some,
it seemed that it
was preposterous
for us to ask men
if they had been
sexually assaulted
as well, the World
and Nation staff
would like to
point out that although more men
are abused as children, thereare still
episodes of sexua!
assault between
fraternity members and pledges
reported each
year.

T

innocent in most cases of sexual assault
complaints. When the administration
gets conflicting stories, as often happens
in these cases, they seem to give more •
credence to the woman's story than to the

Below are the questions for the fifth World and Nation survey.
Out of the seven hundred mailed to randomly selected mailboxes, we
received 143 completed forms. Of those 143,57 were male students
and 86 were female students.

1) Have you ever been sexually assaulted? Men: Y: 2% N: 98%
Women: Y: 25% N: 75%
Do you know of anyone who has been sexually assaulted?
Men: Y: 51% N: 49%
Women: Y: 65% N: 35%
2) If you were sexually assaulted, would you report it to the
authorities?
Men: Y: 56% N: 13% Und: 31%
Women: Y: 66% N: 4% Und: 30%
Would you tell a friend, relative, or counselor?
Men: Y: 40% N: 4% Und: 24%
Women: Y: 79% N: 0% Und: 4%
3) Do you think the actual number of sexual assaults (reported)
is:
exaggerated? Men: 9% Women: 4%
underexaggerated? Men: 70% Women: 83%
just about right? Men: 21% Women: 13%
4) Do you think that Trinity has sufficiently addressed the sexual
assault problem?
Men: Y: 33% N: 40% Und: 24%
Women: Y: 29% N: 54% Und: 17%
5) Can the victim ever be blamed for encouraging unwanted
sexual advances on herself/himself?
Men: Y:15% N: 36% Depends: 49% Und: 0%
Women: Y: 9% N: 62% Depends: 28% Und: 1%
6) Should the names of those found guilty of sexual assault be
released publicly? Men: Y: 50% N: 25% Und: 25%
Women: Y: 52% N: 16% Und: 32%

One positive sign of this survey is that a majority
of women would report an assault to the
authorities. Many, however, said that it
would depend on the circumstances and
whether or hot the perpetrator was a
friend. Around 96% oiwomen said that
they would report it to someone other
than the authorities, indicating an increased willingness to speak out and deal .
with their emotions. Men also shared a
willingness to speak out against sexual
assault; 56% said they would report the
abuse to the authorities, and: 73% said .
that they would confideinsomeoneabout
the incident.
•
Both men, and women agreed that
the actual number, of sexual assaults
reported is underexaggerated.
The fourth question caused some
stir amongst students, A small majority
thought thatTrinity had sufficiently dealt
with the problem of assault, but many
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WORLD AND NATION
New Soviet Referendum Calls For Strict Control
Gorbachev Continues To Ignore Republics' Independent Goals
• BY AFSHAN ASGHAR
Asst, World & Nation Editor
Woodrow Wilson, in his war
address to Congress in 1917, declared
that "the world must be made safe for
democracy," and so far, almost all influential Western powers, including the
United States, have lived by this precept.
Proof of this was just witnessed in the
overthrow Saddam Hussein. Why is it,
then, that when the Baltics want separation from the Soviet Union, and want to
harbor independence and democracy in
their republics, the Western powers
suddenly turn deaf, dumb and blind?
It seems that if the existing situation in the Soviet Union continues to
fester, there will be no "union" in the
"SovietUnion" (pun intended). Already,
more than three quarters of voters have
cast ballots in favor of "democratic" and
"independent" states. Armenia, Georgia and Moldova (formerly Moldavia)
are the latest "revoltrepublics." All three
republics are angered by the Marchl7th
referendum that decides the fate of the
Soviet confederation, the three republics refuse to cooperate with the referendum for they feel that Mr. Gorbachev,
with the aid of the military, will try to
coerce the republics to support him. He
knows that a sizable "protiv" (no) vote
will be the beginning of the end of "the
union and his role of president. Also,
Mr. Gorbachev will try to turn the decision in his own favor no matter what the
outcome of the referendum.
The referendum question itself
is a further source of irritation and distrust of the Moscow government. The
question asks, "Do you think that it is
necessary to preserve the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics as a renewed federation of equal and sovereign republics in
which the rights and freedoms of every
citizen regardless of ethnic origin will be
fully guaranteed?". The ambiguous
nature of the questions coupled with its
murky wording confuses many Soviets.
Many think that the words "preserved"
and "renewed" will provide an escape
rojte for the government when the referendum is over because they are extremely
ambiguous words that can be used by

the government to justify its own causes.
It is hard to imagine a clear decision emerging from the referendum
since the referendum will not be held in
all the republics. For example, parts of
western Ukraine refused to set up polling places, but the eastern part will carry
on and will support the Union. Furthermore, the Prime Minister of the Republic
of Moldova refused to hold the referendum for he felt that it would not benefit
his people. The local minorities of Russians and Turkish-speaking Gaguaz
vowed to vote for the Union anyway
since they view Moscow as their guardian from Maldova. Even in the Baltic
area, a few Russian-speaking regions
have agreed to hold the referendum.
The vote in the Russian Republic, however, will matter the most since Russia
has the greatest political bearing; it contains half the population and most of the
land mass of the Soviet Union. Boris
Yeltsin continues in his efforts to rally
the people of the Russian Republic
againstMr. Gorbachev's leadership. Last
week, for instance, he urged them to
"declare war" on Mr. Gorbachev's government, explaining that Mr.
Gorbachev's new Union Treaty (which
is in draft form at present) would further
centralize powers and leave almost no
room for private property.
In spite of all the grievances,
the referendum will probably pass because too many republics depend on
heavy subsidies from Moscow. In fact,
the Communist Parry is using fears and
threats of economic collapse to encourage a "Za" (Yes) vqte. Polls already
show that the central Asian republics
and the Slavic republics of Ukraine, BeIorussia, and Russia will vote yes. The
economic tension is already apparent.
Georgian distillers are demanding fifteen rubles (the daily wage of an average
worker) for a mere bottle of vodka. If the
economic frustration continues, it will
provoke civil unrest.
.
TheArmyandpolicehavebeen
jointly patrolling the streets sinceFebruary, and many view this as a prelude to
martial law. When the supreme Soviet
passed a draft KGB law that gives the
secret police powers to combat "antiso-

cial" activity, the people were shocked.
It is understandable that the
Western leaders do not want to rebuke
Mr. Gorbachev for his actions since Mr.
Gorbachev's continued cooperation remains useful for the West, especially in
future arms control talks that have arisen
because of the Gulf War crisis. But The
West should end its fixation wi th Mr. Gorbachev, and instead provide support for
democratic change in the Soviet Union.
Western leaders could, for example, privately pressure Mr. Gorbachev by permitting him aid and trade only if he accepts the demands of the Baltics and those
who wish to further democratic reforms.
The West should encourage direct trade
and aid to more liberal republics instead
of the central government.

Secretary of State James Baker
is arriving in Moscow this week fo r talks
with Mr. Gorbachev. Sources say that
he will tell Mr. Gorbachev that the United
States will not accept military suppression of the Baltic drive for independence. He will also warn that Soviet rulebending off the conventional arms treaty
(CFE) signed in Paris last November
could delay the START accord on strategic nuclear arms. However, I think that
this is a weak stance to take. Mr. Baker
should go further and warn Mr. Gorbachev thatif Soviet-American relations
are to prosper, then Mr. Gorbachev
should physically, not just verbally, act
on his promises to "restructure" the
Soviet Union so that its problems may
finally be solved. S9

The Final Release Of
The Birmingham Six
Reveals The Evils Of
British Judicial System
DBYSETHGERBER
..- World and Nation Writer
After sixteen years in prison, the
six Irish men known as the Birmingham
Six were freed. Since their arrest in November 1974, they have claimed thatthey
are innocent. All six of them were given
twenty-one life sentences in 1975. The
men were accused of committing one of
the bloodiest IRA bombings ever.
On November 21,1974, twenty
one British civilians were killed in two
bomb attacks in Birmingham pubs. The
six Irishmen happened to be waiting -at
train station a block away from the attacks. Five of the six were going to an IRA
funeral in Belfast. After the bombing, the
police questioned the ticket salesman at
the train station. He informed the police
that six Irishmen had bought tickets
around the time of the bombing. They
were arrested hours later.
The Irishmen were interrogated

by the now disbanded West Midlands
Serious Crime Squad, All of the prisoners were beaten and subjected to depravation of sleep. Four of the six gave
written confessions in order to stop the
beatings. The prosecutors also conducted forensic tests that showed that
two of the prisoners had handled nitroglycerin explosives. However, the forensic test also tests positive if the plastic coating on playing cards or the plastic on the outside of cigarette boxes was
handled. Dr. Janet Drayton reversed
her 1987 conclusion that two of the
defendants had. nitroglycerin on their
hands. Witnesses said that the Birmingham Six were playing cards and
smoking on the train before their arrest.
On Feb., 251991, the prosecutors admitted that their evidence was
not reliable. Patrick Hill, now fortyfive years old, said that "the police told
us from the start that they knew we
continued on following page
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ARTS
Looking_Ahead

Temple Gates
Paintings and Prints by
Robert Kirschbaum
Opens April 8 in Widener
emple Ga tes, paintings and prints Reusch, project curator.
"The image of the ancient city of
by abstract painter Robert Kirschbaum, will be on display Monday, Jerusalem and its Temple, central to
April 8 through Sunday, April 28 at Trin- Judiasm, has long sparked the imaginaity College in Austin Arts Center's tion of artists in the West," says Kirschbaum. "Recognizing that a work of archiWidener Gallery.
The gallery will be open from 1 tecture is the single most potentimage in
p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. The opening recep- a religion (Judiasm) that eschews repretion for "Temple Gates" will be held on sentation, I have, in my art, undertaken
Thursday, April 11 from 5pm to 7pm in to explore the symbol of the Temple and
the consanguineous impetus toward abthe gallery. Admission is free.
Kirschbaum, a Hartford resident, straction ... I am creating objects of conis d irector of Trinity College's studio arts templation, not unlike religious texts,
program and an Associate Professor of using an archetypal doorway as their
Fine Arts at the College. His artwork is in central focus."
collections including the Yale University
Mr. Kirschbaum has lectured and
Art Museum, the U.S. State Department exhibited throughout the United States
and the Pennell Print Collection of the and abroad. He is the recipient of numerLibrary of Congress in Washington, D.C ous awards including Fulbright grants
Light, geometry and Jewish mysti- to India and the Netherlands, and an
cism are prominent elements on artist's fellowship from the New York
1
1
:
Kirsehbaum's! abstract' paintings and ^Foundation for the Arts. •:•"••'•
Locally,
he
is
a
member
of
the
board
prints. Based On a complex system of
intersecting circles and lines, the works of the Charter Oak Temple Cultural
included in Temple Gates create precise Center.
sets of symbols and signs. The linear
Next fall, Kirschbaum will particisystems of the underdrawings become pate in a group show at the National
partially obscured through light and dark Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C.
overlays of color.
He received his master of fine arts
"The luminist symbolism inherent degree from Yale University and his
in the interplay of light and dark rever- undergraduate degrees from the Uniberates a Universairecognition of light as versity of Rochester and the Boston
the spiritual source of life and extends Museum School. •
beyond the artisf s immediate affinity to
Jewish mysticism," explains Johann J.

T

Robert Kirschbaum, Director of Studio Arts

The Arts Editor Says
1. Congratulations 'After Dark' on
an excellent Jamboree! Keep it up,
and stay together, will ya?
2. Visit A Museum Over Vacation!
3. I still await the day when someone
will call, volunteeringtobe an Arts writer.

Friday, March 22, at 9:00 p.m.

Max Creek
TONIGHT- Dance Concert
Dance Club Spring Dance Concert
Featuring student choreographed and performed ,•
pieces. Street dancing to modern. Free.
730, Washington Room.
Through March 22-Exhibition
In the Shadow of the ToiUer: The Works of
Josef Nassy,
1942-1945. A touring exhibition from the Severin
. Wunderman Museum.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Free Admission.
Through May 15- Exhibition
From Napoleon to Petrie: The Development
of Egyptology in the 19th Century.
Watkinson Library. Free Admission.
Monday, April 8-April 28-Exhibition
Temple Gates. An exhibiton of abstract
painter Robert Kirschbawn's work
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Free Admission.

at the Webster Theatre, 31 Webster Street

Hartford
Tickets are $10. Call 525-5553 for more information.

For Sale:

BLUE SOFA
94 inches long, three cushions.
• When cushions are removed, sofa is
the size of a twin bed. Excellent condition.
Please call Linda, at 721-0518
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The Dragon's Daughter
Hays to Packed
Audiences in Garmany Hall
• BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Contributing Writer

Dear Mom and Dad,
I thought that being in college
meant that I would finally be treated like
an ad\)lt. Do you know what I saw at the
Austin Arts Center last night? A Puppet
show...
The Figures of Speech Theatre
company, in conjunction with Trinity's
Theater and Dance department, performed the exquisite and multifaceted
The Dragon's Daughter to sold out audi-

ences in Garmany Hall this past weekend.
The Dragon's Daughter, an adapta-

tion of an ancient Chinese folktale, tells
the story of a mythical young girl, Gum
Lin, who saves her village from a severe
drought. The piece, created by Figures of
Speech Theatre artistic directors, Carol
Llewelyn and John Farrell, takes us on a
vivid journey through age-old forests
and villages.
Most unique to this work was the
use of originally constructed puppets.
Superbly manipulated by an ensemble
of five Trinity students, (Karen Belevitz
'92, Claudia Cartagenes '93, Allison
Dubin '91, Gretchen Mihaly, '93, and
Toni Oram '91) these puppets vividly
animated such characters as the chatty
Auntie Chao and the spirited Gum Lin.
Each puppet became a true entity with its
own energy, running through forests and
holding jewels, closely imitating everyday movements and gestures through
the sensitivity of the puppeteers.
Picturesque sensory details

throughout the performance, provided
an additional layer of animation and
enjoyment. Whether it be the sight and
sound of trickling water into an empty
well; the simulated shimmering reflection of light off of lake water; the joyous
screams and colorful streamers of reveling villagers, and especially the thickbamboo forest, the plot traveled through
a backdrop of pictoral detail.
Puppets were not the only characters brought to life by the ensemble. The
dragon, that hid deep within the, lake,
trounced about the. small stage to a
modern rap-like beat. When revealed
from under the colorful dragon train, we
found the Dragon was composed of four
shirtless male students, (Chris Carbone
'91, Cuong Pho '93, Alex Shapiro '93,
JohnTranchina '91) complete with shorts,
chains and sunglasses. Chanting, "Find
a girl. Find a man. Consume'em if you
can," the dragon boldly dominated the
stage with a touch of the contemporary.
The Dragon's Daughter integrated

music, dance, actors, a narrator, as well
as the puppets to convey the tale. An
effective ingredient of this integration
was the complete visibility of the puppeteers as they handled the characters.
Unexpectedly, this added dimension did
not divert from the powerful gestures
and viability of the puppets.
Light hearted but full spirited, The
Dragon's Daughter pays tribute to the
young and old alike. This performance,
pleasing not only to the eye but to the
soul as well, was certainly something to
write home about! •

Artworks Gallery, Inc.
Presents Andres Serrano,
Voices Silenced: Art and
Censorship
Artworks Gallery will present
a lecture by Andres Serrano as part of
their continuing series entitled, "Voices
Silenced: Art and Censorship" which has
been funded in part by the Connecticut
Commission on the Arts. The lecture will
be held Tuesday, March 26, at 7pm, in the
Wilde Auditorium in Gray Conference
Center at the University of Hartford.
Tickets are $5.00 and will be available at
the door.

• •

The National Endowment for
the Arts conroversy began last spring
with the revelation that NEA money had
been used to fund the exhibition of "Piss
Christ", the now notorious photograph
by Andres Serrano depicting a crucifix
submerged in a glass containing the
artisf s urine. This was followed by a
series of highly publicized exhibitions
including Robert Mappplethorpe, the
Artist's Space show "Witnesses: Against
Our Vanishing", and a performance at
the Kitchen in New York City by Annie
Sprinkle, which were offered to Congress and presented .by the media as
"Examples" of the official attitude of the
NEA in support of pornography, indecency and obscenity. The result was in-

clusion of restrictive language in the NEA
budget and the establishment of a commission to study. NEA's policy.
*
Artworks Gallery invited Mr'.'
Serrano to Hartford in order to present a
lecture and slides of his provocative
imagery. The artist will discuss his work
and answer quesitons from the audience. Mr. Serrano was not funded by the
NEA due to the outcry against his imagery which was a loss of $15,000. The
introduction of the decency clause states
that grants for art work remain "sensitive to the general standards of decency
and respect of the beliefs of the American
public". This clause continues to fuel the
debate over what is art and what is obscene. This poses the equally dramatic
and sinister question, "What is our national culture policy and who will decide?" which smacks of totalitarianism.
Those artists who fail to "dish up" the
politically correct and socially acceptable imagery may find themselves unfundable according to the guidelines
established by the "mininstry of culture"
(Congress). And while the artist remains
free to do his art he still has experienced
censorship which may affect opportunities to exhibit (in exhibitions which are
fudedbytheNEA,etc.).
For additional information
contact: Robin Zella 231-9323. H
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$tittd£ei>er: AHigh SpeedTravelogue
••'v1"-y;-:-v^rS::;;:;::Another bookireviewbvMonaiVlerihen .'
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Tim Cahill and Garry Sowerby after their 15,000-mile/
twenty-three-andra-nalf-day drive.
Road Fever: A High Speed Travelogue
ByTimCahiH
Random House, 28 February, 1991
278 Pages

This is not a book that I thought
sounded very interesting. Two guys
driving from the very tip of South
America (Tierra d el Fuego) to the tip of
North America (Prudhoe Bay) trying
to break a record? It is difficult to
know exactly what constitutes a record, but Mr. Cahill has recorded their
adventure which took under twentyfour days.
Luckily, I started to read the
book. It was really good. What a wild
Trip!! They were right in the middle of
terrifying situationsr(e?g. revolution-,
ary governments, road bandits, customs check points) and talked their
way through all of it. This book is a
lesson in not only sheer diplomacy,
but also in how much good that one
year of Spanish you tookinhigh-school
could do for you.
.••••..
Cahill has a great sense of humor and serves as the "funny one"
during the trip; Garry Sowerby is the
"mechanical one" and the other driver.
Sowerby has made other such recordbreaking trips and met up with Cahill
at an auto show/race. They split the
drive.

RICH cox

The other reason this book is
amusing is because Americans have
such funny perceptions of other countries. Cahill reminds me of P.J.
O'Rourke who writes many scratching
but informative accounts of his travels. The way Cahill describes the encounters with all of the armed officials
in South America make you laugh with
a rueful smile.
"I was' contemplating the
scene when a white Jeep carrying four
municipal policemen in green uniforms
cut us off, forcing Garry to stop. I
stood there with my hands in the air,
.smiling happily, while yet another
teenager"held an automatic rifle at my
neck, I was getting awfully sick at this
scene."
Cahill's style of writing moves
as quickly as the trip. It was truly an
interesting book. Since I have never
been to most of the countries they pass
through/his descriptions of the scenery, culture and people were informative and colorful. .Although longer
than an afternoon read, I recommend
RoadFever; AHighSpeedTravelogue for

all of the time pressed students at Trinity who wish they were on some such
huge roadtrip. B

Hartford Alt Scene
Wads worth Atheneum
Through March 17: Francesco Clemente: Three Worlds
A twenty-year retrospective of over a hundred works
on paper.
Through March 31: John Copeland/Matrix 113
Black and white images of the human body- exploring
the body as a landscape.
Bronson & Hutensky Theater, 233 Pearl Street
March 8-April 7: TheaterWorks' production of Burn This
A hit on Broadway, now brought to Hartford.
Performances Wednesdays through Saturdays at &p.m.
Sundays at 2:30 p.m.
For tickets and information call TheaterWorks at 527-7838.

Hartford Stage
•
March 29-April 27: Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
Hartford Stage director Mark Lamos stages this epic of
a band of conspirators that violently overthrows the corrupt
Roman government, in a political study from the ancient past
which remains chillingly pertinent in the 1990's, It is a drama
of political upheaval, moral intrigue and bloody revolution.
' Hartford Stage Box Office: 527-5151
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I have a secret confession to make,.
I am an iraramural junkie. There, I've
said it. My emotions on any given day
can be subject to the outcome of the Peace
Frogs (my four-sport intramural team)
last game. Given our record (2-5 in football, 0-2-2 in soccer and a surprising 6-7
in basketball) you might correctly infer
that my mood is usually dour.
But that fact doesn't prevent me
fromstillbeinghookedonintramurals. I
think that the next dormitory built at this
school should be named after Maureen
Pine, the woman who is responsible for
running the intramural program.
After the soccer season, I was pretty
sure that I had had my fix of intramurals,
and that I could safely retire from the
playing fields. I figured that I only had to
write about sports, instead of take part in
them.
But, I had a relapse. It started off
by playing in a basketball game. Midway through the first half I went into
play, and I felt the usual symptoms: A
hyper-competitive surge swept through
my veins, After scoring a few baskets I
came out of the game physically, but
stayed in it mentally. I bounced up and
down the sidelines, with visions of victory in my head. The fact that we were
losing by 18 points .never entered my
head.
I caught the bug, and it stayed in
tne, subsiding only a little when we
wound up the season having won only

o
o
o
o

By Peter M
Friedman

one game.
And then, the captain of my team
informed us that we had made the playoffs due to the fact that we had won 3
games by forfeit.. On the night of our
opening round gamel went down to the
gym with nine other guys from my dormitory, and we waited for our first opponents to show up. So, we waited and
waited, but they never came. On the
Peace Frogs w&nt, moving into the quarter finals, still only having won one game
by the power of our own skill. And it
was after we won our next game that I
realized that I was truly an addict.
While we prepared for the semifinals, I began to get delusions of grandeur; We could go all the way, Intramural Champions!
We lost, by a wide marg in, and
then denial set in. The other guys
cheated, the rims were no good, we were
hung over, I used any straw I could
grasp, anything upon which I could pin
our loss. To have lost at intramural basketball: Oh the shame.
Now of course, I realize how childish my behavior was. I see that I am
addicted to intramurals, and I always
will be. I must try to overcome this
problem. I've been good so
far...However, it's going to awfully dif-.
ficult for me to stay dry when the Frogs
lace up their spikes, put on their gloves
and take tne field for the intramural
softball season. M

CONTACTS'!

After 73 Years Of Waiting
Could This Be the Year ??
ing with a National League leading ERA
D BY TED O'CONNOR
(2.21).
Sports Writer
The pitching rotation should be
Every year around this time, as pretty solid with the "Rocket", Roger
arms and bats are warming up in Winter Clemens, leading the show. Clemens is
Haven, Florida, I optimistically ask my- unquestionably the best pitcher in baseself, "Will this be the year? Can the Red ball, as he went 21 -6 with a 1.93 ERA last
Sox finally put it together and earn that season. Replacing Mike Boddicker as the
elusive World Series ring?" That achieve- number two starter should be Darwin.
ment has not been completed in Boston Young will be the third starter, while
for 73 years, and the Fenway faithful are Tom Bolton and Greg Harris battle for
still anxiously waiting.
the fourth and fifth. Middle relief has
In the last 15 years, the Red Sox been a disaster for the Red Sox the last
have reached the American League play- couple of seasons, and the Sox can only
offs four times* and the World Series twice. hope that Dana Kiecker and Jeff Gray
But still, the die hard Bostonians have not throw well enough, while Jeff Reardon
seen their desires satisfied. At times, awaits in the bullpen to make the save.
things have been more than a little frusThe Red Sox offensive attack has
trating. Remember Billy Buckner? I re- the potential to be awesome. Leading off
call the morning after the sixth game of will be Wade Boggs, a .340 lifetime hitter.
the 1986 Red Sox/ Mets series; Someone Jody Reed and Mike Greenwell who will
joked "Hey, did you hear that Bill Buck- bat second and third, both hit .290 or
ner attempted suicide last night?" My better last season. Jack Clark, will be the
heart stopped. "Yeah, he jumped in front cleanup hitter, while one of the best all
of a bus- but it went through his legs."
around players in the game, Ellis Burks,
About three weeks ago, as I was will follow. The explosive Tom Brunanstrolling through Epcot Center in Disney sky and Carlos Quintana, who batted
World, I saw a familiar face, I turned to .287 last year, will follow Burks.
my companion and said, "That's Jack
This lineup should make it very
Clark." I told
the newly aquired Red difficult for the opposing pitchers. So far
Sock that I was from Boston and we were in spring training, the Red Sox are 5-2
all excited to have him on our team. Clark with an average of over seven runs per
told me that he'd always wanted to be on game. That's pretty impressive. I know
the Red Sox. Boston, according to him, is you anti- Red Sox fans must be saying,
the place to play.
"It's only preseason. Like always, they'll
In addition to obtaining Clark, the choke when the season really starts."
Red Sox have acquired pitchers Matt Well, you're wrong. I have never felt so
Young and Danny Darwin. Young, a much excitement from the media down
lefty, should do well in Fenway, with a in Winter Haven. The Red Sox players
very explosive offense behind him. His and organization are glowing with opticareer record of 51-78 is very misleading. mism. Wade Boggs was recently quoted
Managers love his potential, so look for saying, "This team is the best I've ever
him to have a breakthrough year. Danny been associated with, overall. It's going
Darwin's numbers are a lot more promis- be a fun and very productive season."
ing for Red Sox fans. Last year in HousWatch out Blue Jays! Fenway
ton, Darwin went 9-3 en route to finish- fever is back and and it's contagious. M
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continued from back page
their freshmen years, both Jeff Dempsey '93 and Jason Masi '93 should wear
down the opposing attackmen. Also ready to contribute are Barry Hudson '93,
Peter Knight '93, and freshman Rob Weber. At the start of the season, Trinity
will miss Saul Snowise '93. and Jon DeLuca '93, both sidelined after recently
going under the knife.
The Bantams' goaltending is very experienced and stable, returning
with the tandem of Jon Rotenstreich '92 and Mark Tenerowicz '91. After making 159 saves in 13 games last season, Rotenstreich is certain to keep the opponents scoring at a minimum. Last year in six games, Tenerowicz had a .600 save
percentage and has proved his ability to step in and play at any time.
The Bantams open up their season on March 30 against Colby. Even
with only the two seniors, the Bantams will be a formidable opponent. Cocaptain John Francini says, "We're going to be tough to beat as long as we stay
healthy and determined." Things are looking good for Trinity Lacrosse, gj
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Statistics

Honors for Kolstad

Men's Ice Hockey Cumulative Final Statistics
17-8-1 Overall 16-3-1 in ECAC North/South

Monaco named men's swimmingM.V.P.
Two Frosh share women's award

Player
L, Trinceri
J. Monahan
S. Leddy
J. Gregory
T. Mills
E. McGranahan
J. Snednski
M. Mooney
D. Steinberg
C. Golini
T.Presz
S. Burgess
H. Einbender

Women's basketball (17-8) star Kirsten Kolstad '91
played in the New England Women's Basketball Association's All-Star game, held, at Eastern Connecticut State
University.
In men's swimming (7-2) Frank Monaco !91 was
named the team's Most Valuable Player; Monaco was the.
team's top sprinter as well as the squad's captain. David
Shapiro '92 was named next year's captain...On the
women's swim team (4-5) freshman Bam Aguilar and
Stephanie Cope were named co-MVP's. Ann Reutter '92
was voted to fill the captaincy.
Mark Lewis '93 was voted the Most Valuable Player
on the men's squash team. Next year's co-Captains will
be Geoff Strawbridge '92 and Cam Hopkins '93.. .for the ,
women, Courtney Geeldn '91 was named MVP, while
firaxtcn Jones '94 was honored as the team's Most Improved Player. Next years tri-captains will be Susie
Dyson '93, Stephanie Spahr '92 and Elizabeth Tomlin• son'92.
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a91
93
92
91
94
93.
93
92
91
94
92
92 .,
.94

Gls.
15
11
6
9
12
8
9
7
9
3
2
3
1

AsL
21
19
24
13
7
10
8
9
4
9
6 .
5
6

12-6-1
4-2-0

3.07
2,71

There will be two softball divisions, Triple-A
and Major League levels. Co-ed teams are welcomed and encouraged to compete. Play begins
imediately following Spring Break.
Tennis Anyone ? A round robin Intramural
Doubles tournament will begin right after Break.
Sign up now to play in either the single sex or mixed
doubles category. Find a partner and join the fun.
Send in rosters to Jodie Falcigno, Box 1043

4.
5.
6.
7.

National League
East
1. Chicago Cubs
2. N.Y.Mets
..
3. Montreal
. .4, Pittsburgh
5. Philadelphia
6. St. Louis

;•

3. Baltimore

Sign up for Softball or Tennis by March 22
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Detroit .
'
N. Y. Yankees
Cleveland
Milwaukee

West
1. Chicago White Sox
2. Oakland
3. Kansas City
.
4. Seattle
5. Texas
6, California
7. Minnesota

ALCS:

West

Hop on over to Bradley
International and catch the
next flight to Tampa.

II

\,
2,
3.
4.
: 5.
6.
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Los Angeles
Cincinnati
San Francisco
San Diego
Atlanta
Houston

" NLCS:

•

Los Angeles
Cubs

Toronto 4
White Sox 3

4
1

World Series
Toronto
Los Anglels

Directions To Away Games

30.5
30.5
45.5
29.0
20.0
16.0
4.5
1.5
5.5
14.0
11.5
. E
9.0

Tripod Sports' Preseason Baseball Predictions

'

East •
1. Toronto
,2. Boston

Spring Events

±L

Goahemicrs,

flayer
J. Tuck
K, Geteoff

American League

Intrainurals

Pts.
. 36
30 .
30
.22'
19
18
17
16
13
12
8
8
7

4
2

College View Specials
Come to the View for Dinner!
Pitchers of TBusch are only $3 when you order
a meal between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of Milwaukee's
Best from 9 p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
are only $3 between 9 p.m. and closing.

TRIPOD

QPORTS

IF WINNING ISN'T EVERYTHING, THEN WHY KEEP SCORE?

Trinity Nine Goes Down
South To Swing Into Action
•BYTIMRICHMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

Saturday March 23 at 12:00 p.m.
Time to play ball. Coach Bill Decker and
his Trinity Bantams open up their season
in Florida against St. Lawrence University. While down on their annual Spring
Break trip, the team also plays six other
games. And the team is ready. They are
all excited to play baseball and leave
indoor practices behind them.
Last year's team finished the campaign with a 9-7 record and failed to
make the E.C.A.C. playoffs. And, even
though the team is only returning six
players from last year's squad, Coach
Decker is expecting big things from them.
"It's going to be players and coaches
alike going after this thing for a single
purpose. There's no question that, (the
E.C.A.C playoffs), is bur goal."
Captaining this year's team are
returning seniors Robert DeLena and
Rocco DeMaio. DeLena is going to play
some second base this year, and also be
the designated hitter. DeMaio is going to
return to his customary role of shortstop,
a position he has held for four years,
while also being called upon to save
games as the stopper.
Also returning from last year's
squad is Dave Grant '91. Grant is going
to be the first baseman when he is not on
the hill, overpowering opposing batters.
Marc Rozzi, 91' is going to be called on to
fill the open spot at catcher. Last year,
Rozzi had a tremendous season at the

plate, batting over .450.
Paul Broderick '93 returns to third
base, where he is a fine gloveman. He
also performs at the plate, where he
pounded out a .367 clip last year. Tony
Canata is another Sophomore returning to this year's squad. Canata will be
patrolling the outfield again this year.
Since the team lost most of its
pitching from last season, new arms
will have to be the key to any success for
the team. Coach Decker is confident
that his young staff is going to get the
job done. Jim Thomforde '93; and Dain
Traf ton '93 are two imposing figures on
the mound, as both stand at least 6'3"
tall. AllenRemley '93, will alsobecalled
on to contribute some innings. Lloyd
Nemerever '93, and Jeffrey Owens '94
arealso going to be called upon to shoulder some of the pitching load. Owens is
looking to play in the outfield.
Dan Konstanty '91 and Jeff Devanney '93 are going to fill in for Grant
at first base when he is out on the mound.
And Devanney, returning after a year's
hiatus, is also going to be playing in the
outfield. Joe Brockmire '92, is also returning after missing last year due to
knee surgery. He is also vying for an
outfield spot, and can play shortstop
when DeMaio is on the mound. Junior
Brain Courtmanche and sophomores
Mike Wallace and Jason Morfoot are
looking for some quality time in the
outfield this season, as well,
Brian Burke'94, is heading in as a
second baseman, and Jay Turner '94, is
looking to help the team at third base.

Freshman Timothy
Rooney will step in
behind the plate to
give Rozzi some
time off to rest his
knees.
, .
There may be
some who are expected to shoulder
more of the load
than others, but as
Coach Decker says,
"It doesn't matter
who is successful as
long as the team is
successful."
For those of
you who are heading down to Florida
for the first week of
Spring Break, if you
head down to
Tampa Catholic
High School at 10:00 |
a.m. you will be able
tocatchasneakpreview of this year's
squad. The first
' home game of the
season is going to
be April 9th at 3:00,
facing the Ephmen
of Williams College,
As the men in blue
say "Play Ball." H
Captain Rocco DeMaio '91 will
lead the Bants this year in pursuit
of an ECAC playoff berth.
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Bantam Lax: Ready to Repeat
After Going to the Playoffs Last
Year, They Are Set to Do Even Better
• BY TED O'CONNOR
Sports Writer
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Trinity Lacrosse starts up riprt a!ErSp%Bre!

The players on the 1991 Trinity
Lacrosse Team are packing their bags
this week and heading south for Tampa,
Florida, where they have their traditional
preseason practices and games. Last
year's trip was quite a success for the
Bantams. Coach Michael Darr hopes for
the same kind of start this season. The
team finished last year's campaign with
an 8-5 record, en route to the semifinals
of the E.C.A.C tournament.
With only two returning seniors,
the team's success is dependent on the
underclassmen. Coach Darr says, "We're
a young team but we have a good nucleus of experienced players. It's just a
matter of the others1 development. The
attitude has just been great and they're
working very hard."
Anchoring the attack position is
John Francini '91 and Ryan Martin '92,
who are returning afteroutstanding seasons in 1990. Mr. Francini is co-captam of
the team, along with Jeff Hagopian '92.
Francini and Martin combined on seventy goals and forty one assists in 13
games last year. Francini's 133 career
points are only 39 shy of the Trinity ca-

reer record. Competing for the third attack position are freshman Tad Walker,
Rob Stempian '93, and Nat Kessler '93.
The team will miss Jim Hazelton '93,
who will be out of action most of the year
due to offseason knee surgery.
After graduating five midfielders, Coach Darr's greatest concern is to
fill in that important gap. Returning
midfield lettermen are co-captain
Hagopian, Tad Hazelton '92, Mike
Taylor '92y and Brian Oliver '93. Sophomore Joe Porto is converting from attack
to midfield after a solid freshman year.
Also, Tom Scull '92 will be converting
from defense to a long stick midfielder.
Others competing for playing time are
Ted Duff '92, Kevin Ryczek '93, and
GordieWisbach '93. Freshmen midfielders, John Edwards, Mike Robinson, and
Mark Kastrud have thus far impressed
Coach Darr with their talent on both
offense and defense.
At defense, Trinity is very stable
with a lot of strong experienced players.
Last year, the defense was very intimidating with their size and quickness.
Junior Matt Woods anchors the defense
with his agility and impressive stick
skills. After earning starting positions in
pleas* see page 18

